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longer to overthrow the regime, at least to modify it. Despite
the much discussed sinistrisme of French parties in the Third
Republic, it applied to little more than their self-affixed labels.
There was as a rule a sharp contrast between the doctrines they
professed for electoral consumption and their conservative and
defensive behaviour when they were in office. The reasons for
this were complex: the prolonging of anti-clerical and anti-
militarist disputes long after these issues had ceased to be
important for French life; the domination of most ministerial
combinations by the Radicals, representing all those who wore
their heart on the left but their wallet on the right; the weak-
nesses and divisions among the socialist and organized labour
movements which prevented them from exerting their pro-
portionate influence in parliamentary life. Behind it all lay
the legacy of a 'revolutionary' republican tradition which was
no longer really revolutionary. The consequences of the
paradox were popular cynicism about all parliamentary
parties and personalities, and an often irresponsible impatience
with constitutional procedures. Both these consequences helped
to undermine the Republic itself.
The third element in the pattern was a combination of
decisive parliamentary power with a weak and fluid party
system. The closed arena of the parliamentary chambers,
immune from elections for four years (and, in the Fourth,
virtually for five) and able to control ministries by a large
repertoire of devices, ensured a system of gouvernement d'assem-
blee. It did nothing to ensure ministerial stability. Strong
party discipline and a unified standing opposition, as in
Britain, would have modified this system drastically. In con-
junction with the highly flexible multi-party system which
grew up under the Third Republic, gouvernement d'assemblee
inevitably produced infinitely collapsible cabinets, confusion
of public life, and a habit of debrouillage which further weakened
public respect for parliamentary government. The consequence
was a further paradox, that in a riation devoted to herioc
ideals and dogmatic ideologies, national policy was often a
patchwork of cautious and half-hearted compromises. There
was almost a cult of the second-best. The regime itself, in 1875,

